
 

 

Amie Fuller set to perform at the Essex Entertainment Awards!  

 

The year has kicked off to an exciting start for Amie Fuller with various gigs around London and Essex as she 

continues to work on her second EP. However, one event that stands out amongst many is her solo performance 

at Essex’s biggest awards ceremony, taking place Sunday 10th April, where Amie will perform alongside some of 

Essex’s biggest talents.  

 

The Essex Entertainment Awards (EEA's) 

The Essex Entertainment Awards (EEA's) now known as the South East Entertainment Awards due to its growth 

in interest and popularity - is Essex biggest awards ceremony, attracting hundreds of acts yearly for nominations 

and performances. Now in its 4th year and approaching the annual ceremony - the evening models the style of 

the Brit Awards and creates a platform for young upcoming and professional artists alike. Award categories such 

as Best Original Song and Best Young Breakthrough Artist allows the opportunity for original musicians and 

young artists to evolve and be recognised for their work and achievements, whilst awards for Professional Artist 

Recognition and Special Recognition allow acts who are already paid professionals and local charities to benefit 

and be recognised within the community. The event has attracted many high profile names since it began in 

2013, including X Factor, BGT and the Voice UK contestants performing live - as well as judging panels that have 

included the founders of household names, West End stars and Chart topping recording artists. The creator of 

the event - Lee Knell (32), seldom believed it would last beyond a year. "At first", he said, "I didn't believe it would 

run as long as it has. Originally the idea was to give something back to the hard working artists of Essex, as 

previous to this event we had been running talent competitions, and I wanted to take that stress of competing 

away and reward those who may of been overlooked. Over the years, the format has grown along with the 

popularity and now I can't see it ending. I'm already looking forward to our 10th Birthday celebrations and that's 

six years away!" You can follow the SEEA's on facebook by searching Essex Entertainment Awards, or SEEAHQ 

on Twitter. 


